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II. Eooncaio Surveys arid Revigeya, Finance and International

(continued),

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider sub-section 13,

International Trade.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Lepne) welcomed the. inclusion of the studies

roferrod in item 13-02, Regional and Preferential Trade Arrangements,

(a) Members of the Commisoion had repeatedly pointed out that

regional trade arrangements in Suropo had harmful effects on African

countries. He was glad to see tie fact acknowledged,

Mr. ANTIA (Nigeria) observed, in connexion with item 13-11f

Frontier Traffic in West Africa, ",hat customs administration problems

and questions of fiscal policy wexe interrelated, but there was no

document on the latter subject.

Mr. EWING (Secretariat) suggested that points of substance on

the Programme of Work might be raisoi in the' Commission.

Mr. APPIAH (Ghana) remarkui that, since consideration of so

many items seemed to have to be deferred, his delegation would be

suggesting at the appropriate junctuia that the idea of convening the

Committee before the session was, p&nsps, outmoded,

Mr. EWIHG (Secretariat) tho'ght that tho point made by the

representative of Ghana might vqtj usifully be raised in the Commission.

Mr. APPIAH (Ghana) welcomed :he initiative tb^e secretariat had

taken in the matter of item 13-12, Aflcan Trade Fair, In view of the

rapid changes taking place in Africa i was -.time .the -continent had a

trade fair of its own, which would enale "those attending it to obtain

an idea of what was happening in otherparts of.Africa, He wondered

what the membership of the proposed exprt group to assist the

secretariat would be. Many African coutrios would be attending the

World Trade Fair in the United States th following years it might be

useful if some of those who had gained c^>orience in that way were

members of the group.
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- Mr. BYBAF (secretariat'") ■-said -that -the' raenfbora of the expert

group had not yet been selected. There would "bo not more* 'than-six'--%^

ten members in all; they would meet at the United Nations' expense.

Governments and non-governmontal organisations with experience in the

field in question had been approached, and thero would be no objection

to any governments who wished to take part sending representatives. They

would be invited to do so.

Mr. APPIAH' (Ghana) observed that, since Nigeria and some other

African countries had already held successful trade fairs, it would be

highly desirable for representatives of such countries to bo invited to

join the- expert group. In that way some' of the mistakes inevitably made

in such enterprises might be avoided. ; . .. ■

Mr, ANYIA (Nigeria) referring to item 13-13, Conference of

African Businessmen, said that, while the idea of convening such a

conference was no doubt excellent, it .was perhaps premature. -The primary

need common to most African countries ;was to modernize, their methods so ■.

as to be able to compete better with expatriate firmss it might be more

fruitful to channel efforts in that direction. He questionned the

usefulness of a meeting of individual African businessmen? it would be .

better for each country to put its house in order first.

Mr. PARKER (Liberia), reminded the- .Committee that the idea had

originated in I960 when ECA had been, in.its infancy. Two preliminary . ,

meetings had been held to discuss it, one in Monrovia in I960 and one at

Casablanca in 1961. At that time a need had been felt to draw the

attention of business people and governments to the emergent problems' of

Africa in regard to trade, tariffs, 'fairs, the raising of capital and 'a

development bank. Since thon all those matters had become a major

preoccupation not only of ECA but of government agencies. It would seem

therefore that the contemplated conference was not essential and might

well be given a' lower priorityj"the question might perhaps be left in

abeyance for the' time being.
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The CHAIRMAN, speaking.as the representative of Morocco, agreed

that it was more important to concentrate on trade information, for

"businessmen to use.

Mr. YAKER (Algeria) enquired who had "been expected to take the

"preparatory steps" referred to in the "comment on the item",

Mr. EWING (Secretariat) explained that Commission resolutions

8(ll) and 38(lll) had left the initiative in the matter of the conference

to the interested parties, i.e. to "business circles; the secretariat had

merely been asked to assist. In view of the comments which had been

made, it might be desirable to delete the item from the Programme of Work*

Mr. PARKER (Liberia) suggested that the item be deleted.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Loone) expressed misgivings as to the

propriety of deleting an item when the deletion entailed failure to give

effect to a resolution of the Commission.

Mr. EWING (Secretariat) pointed out that the Commission, when

it met for the session, was free to accept or reject the Committee's

recommendations.

The CHAIRMAN said that, while there was agreement in principle,

there seemed to be some difference of view as to procedure, i.e. whether

the item should be deleted or the question of convening the conference

should be left in abeyance. The point would be considered by the

Commission.

Mr.- WODAJO (Ethiopia) reminded the Committee that at the

previous meeting he had expressed the view that the Programme of Work

ought to be studied in the context of the provisional agenda for the

TJniied Nations Conferenco on Trade and Development. The main purpose

of that Conference was to determine hoyi trade might be used as a

catalyst for economic development. That being so, the ECA documentation

on trade problems should contain a minimum of descriptive material and

concentrate on policy matters. For instance, in the case of item 13.04,

Commodity Stabilization Problems, what was nooded was a critical study
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discussing, say, whether a commodity-by-commodity- approach was really

appropriate for African conditions or a multi-commodity approach might

not ho preferable.

The CHAIRMAN observed that general points of. that kind oould

be more suitably brought up in the Commission.

Ill• Industry* "-transport. Natural Resources and Housing '

The CHAIRMAN invited the Head of the Division of Industry,

Transport and Natural Resources to introduce section III.

Mr. EWIKG (Secretariat) said that a great deal of progress had

been made since the previous year, when the projects had still been at a

very early stage. The programme relating to industry and natural resources

arose from decisions made by the mooting of the Standing Committee on

Industry and Natural Resources in December 1962.5 that concerning housing

had been modified as a result-of tho Meeting of Experts on Housing which

met in January 19^3J that concerning transport "was based on previous

resolutions of tha Commission and on Conferences held in 1961 and 1962

dealing respectively, with the West African and with Eastern African

transport•

He would confixwi the rest of hie statecjsnt to" sub-section 21,

Industry, leaving it to his subordinates in the Division to introduce

the other sub-sections of section III.

Since there vas a very large programme under, sub-section"21,

little work could be done immediately on certain projects. Item 21-02,

Industrial Investment) should be regarded as an experimental project

of a long-term nature : attention was to b« concentrated on the research

mentions! in paragraph (b). With regard to item 21-03, Industrial

Planning and Programming, while not much more could bo done on the.

question at the moment much might be learned from study of the.work

of other regional commissions, for instance that of an ECLA seminar

to be held at Sao Paolo. .
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In item 21-04, Industrial Research, the intention was in the fiist

place to make an inventory of the existing facilities, and then to

explore the possibility of the secretariat's helping-in the formulation

of Special Fund projects. Under item 21-05, Technological Education and

Typing, the main role of the secretariat "was to act as a middleman for

the work of the agencies primarily concerned- ECA's own studies would

contribute to the evaluation of needs.

Item 21-07, Assistance to Governments in Promoting Sub-Regional

Co-operation in the Development of Industries, was a key item. The

Standing Committee on Industry and Natural Resources had placed great

emphasis on the aatablishment of strategic modern industries in Africa,

and on their being upon a regional basis so that they might supply

large markets. It had recognized that there was great scope for the

harmonization- of industrial development plans. The secretariat, the

specialized agencies and tho Industrial Development Centre were conduct

ing investigations in West and Eastern Africa through a group representing

various specialisations.

Item 21-10, Intensive Studies of Individual Industries, the other

key area for the immediate future. Preparations were in progress for

the convening of a meeting in October on electric power development in

Africa, considered within the context of the overall situation.

Item 21-11, Financing of Industries, was ECA's contribution to

wider study of the subject by the United Nations Department of Economic

and Social Affairs. Plans were under way for a seminar on industrial

estates to be held in 1964 (item 21-13)? the seminar would be financed,

in part, by the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations.

Mr. TAKER (Algeria) suggested that, in view of the importance

of energy in Africa, the title of item 21-01 be amended to read "Inventory

of African Industries and the Operation of Energy Resources". .

Mr. ANYIA (Nigeria) agreed that the title suggested by the

representative of Algeria gave a more detailed description of the item,
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though the title given "by the secretariat had the advantage of conciseness.

If the secretariat had no objection he was not opposed to the amendment.

It was agreed that the title of item 21-01 be amended to reads

"Inventory of African Industries and the Operation of Energy Resources",

Mr. ANYIA (Nigeria) said that he hoped that in preparing "for

the setting up of institutes for industrial research in Africa on a

sub-regional "basis" (item 21-04, Industrial Research) the. secretariat

would consult national research institutes-

Mr. CAR3TEY (Sierra Leone) asked how the secretariat proposed

to execute item 21-05, Technological Education and Training. Did it

intend to seek the co-operation of individual governments as well as

that of the specialized agencies? . In certain countries, such as the

Federal Republic of Germany, facilities for technological training were

highly1 developed; his delegation hoped that such facilities would be

used.

Mr. APPIAH (Ghana) pointed out that there were in Africa -

in Ghana, Senegal and Sierra Leone to name but three countries -

universities and institutions of higher learning offering facilities

for technological training. He., felt that the ECA secretariat should

approach those institutions, ascertain what facilities they could

offer and, in the light of the information received, suggest ways in

which they might co-ordinate their respective programmes. Setting up

and running training institutions was expensive? co-ordination would

ensure that the best use was made of available resources and the ECA

could assist it.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative of Morocco, asked

whether items 21-05, 21-06, and 21-07 were not connected.

: Mr. EWING (secretariat) said that item 21-05 was an ambitious

under-taking: it meant endeavouring to estimate and meet further

requirements for technological training and education and to evaluate

existing resources; ECA, IL0 and UNESCO would work together on the project,
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it was clearly right> in assessing needs and availabilities, to

take account of facilities available outside Africa, the Standing

Committee on Industry and Natural Resources had emphasized the need to

develop training facilities within the continent. Such development

involved technical assistance from the United Sations and through the

Special Fund: item 21-06, Assistance to Governments in Technical

Assistance and Special Fund Projects, was a general expression of 'EGA.1 a-

role in that connexion. Item £1-07, Assistance to Governments in

Promoting Suh-Regional Co-operation in the Development-of Industries>

should be regarded, as a separate distinct- project,

Mr-r-YAKBR (Algeria) emphasized ■ the imporiranoe -of■ -sub-regional

co-operation, in-the- development of industries (item. 21-07) and asked- ■

whetiiar studios and investigations similar totho&a..to be-carried...out

in flesV and. Eastern-Africa weye -contemplated for frorth .Africa-..

Mr. EtfllTG (Secretariat) replied "that he .and the- TJnttad"Uaiions

Conuais8i^iier^£or--lBdu^:i^ visit -lTor-th,Jlfr_ioa.

immediately-after the -fifth session- of .the .Commission to-assess-the.

foaaibility--of'" extending such -studies to thai- region. Tha.-exbiasion of

the project -to. Koxth Africa, would depend,...on -the Success -of tKe-undartaking

irt "ff&st-~artd_E3Si>ern,.Africa.

Mr. WQHAJO ^(Ethiopia) -tfondBi-ed ■whethar, in -viffw' of ttui.fa.ct .

that itoci3-ei-O6--ajKi 21-07 conc^rnGcL.assistanoG -to-governmeirts- in-3Olving.

problems oJSiiidus-triai-dev^lopneiit and in procKKing -sub-rc^ioiial

L V±. the. devalDjmio3jt-oiLJLiidiJLsiia7i^^'-the^^eci^^

or-iirt^nd&d. to.apr>airrt*.--a. tonm. o-f ..-^iiKirto- to-provide-±he

urvi-SOJ'jr aerviooa.; -sjia.hov th-a..appointment- of--sucli tv-tdatriTOuId..

aff^ct-Jthi^---t^cJiQi^aJ..j^iiisi^neo pro^adiMi,-by United fetiens BLiiadquaxters

and,the-rcl£-of--'E££ddi3^.t.Itepr^G<iirtatives. '

Mr. EvTCKJ (^oorctariat)' explained that itcra._Zl-06 was-concexned

priraarily -with requ©ffta"f^oio-JjidiYifl.1aal. ^ov©ii2iiiont^-tQ..iiti:. Buxeau. of

i\md* Such .requests, wer
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always submitted through the Resident Representatives but, in deciding

■whether or not the projects warranted financing, the Bureau or the Fund

wore guided by the substantive departments at United Nations Headquarters.

Under the decentralization policy, the functions formerly performed by

the cubstantivo departments wore gradually being transferred to the

Regional Commissions. That was why the item had been included in the

Programme of Work. Hitherto BCA had not played a direct part in

providing advisory aorvices to governments;, but it hoped to do so in

the future, either by appointing Regional Advisers or by sending members

of the secretariat on missions to countries requesting advice.

Item 21-07 represented an essentially SCA activity. It was envisaged

that the project would consist partly of studies in depth, and partly of

work by missions to promote sub-regional co-operation in the development

of industry. It in no way involved an attempt to move into the area of

the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations or the Special Fund.

Mr. TAKER (Algeria) said that? in item 21-10, Intensive Studies

of Individual Industries, it was regrettable that the processing of

agricultural commodities, particularly foodstuffs, had been omitted

from the list.of industries on which intensive studies were to be made.

There was a tendency in industrialization programmes to concentrate on

large-scale industries, at tho expense of small and medium-scale

industries. ■

Mr. SWING (Secretariat) pointed out that the part played by

the United Nations and the specialised agencies in connexion with

industrial development had become not only noro extensive, but also more

closely co-ordinated. It.linked round tho Committee for Industrial

Development of the Economic and Social Council, and tho United Nations

Industrial Development Centre. Within that framework there was a clear

division of labour between the United Nations and tho specialised

agenciesj in accordance with which FAO was responsible for' food and

timber processing and for rural industries.1 Since there was such a

great deal of work to be done it was preferable 'to try- and maintain
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that division of labour. The processing of agricultural commodities

had not been included in the Programme* of Work 'because it formed a major

part of the FAO programme.

Tho CHAIRMAN, speaking as tho representative of Morocco,

suggested that in casos such ac that under discussion tho secretariat

might mention in the Programme of Work that cortain activities were

being undertaken by the specialized agencies.

Mr. SWING (Secretariat) drow attention to sub-section 33,

which gave details of joint SCA/FAO projects.

Mr. YAKER (Algeria) said that the processing of agricultural

foodstuffs was not mentioned in sub-section 33. Sid EGA contemplate

studying the question jointly with FAO? If there were major obstacles

to a joint study, arising out of the division of labour already

referred to, perhaps the Observer for FAO would, explain how the matter

wa3 "being dealt with in his Organisation's programme of work.

Mr. T3RVBR (Observer for FAO), speaking at tho invitation of

the Chairman, said it had boon agreed that 3CA and FAO should join forces

in deciding how foodstuff processing and rural and forestry industries

might be fitted into a country's overall industrialization programme.

Tho FAO programme of work for IQ64-65 included a project on the processing

of agricultural commodities, though ho could not give details about it

because the programme had yet to be finalised. Howovur, budgetary

provision had been made for tnc provision of experts, and he was able

to state that FAO would, co-operate with ECA in that field.

The CEAIRMM invited Mr. Lukacs, Chief of the Transport Section

of the Division of Industry, Transport and Natural Resources, to intro

duce sub-section 22, Transport.

Mr. LUO.CS (Secretariat) said ho hoped that in tho year

1963-1964 the work of the Transport Section would progress beyond the

descriptive stage and that it would bo possible to make analyses and
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reach conclusions. One of the general ideas "behind the section's programme

was that, just as transport served the national economy as a whole, so

its studies on transport problems should be of assistance to studies on

industrial, agricultural, trade and social development. An illustration

of that spirit of co-operation was the fact that it had "been suggested

that a member of the Transport Section should join each of the missions

mentioned under item 21-07.

The Section had a clear and detailed work programme;, all the parts

of which were closely inter-rclated. One part of its programme was an

assessment of expected demands for transport facilities. It was under

stood that the growth rate that would "bo demanded would not be commen

surate with the growth rates of industry^ agriculture or the national

product, and the impact of the development of industrial output and value

upon transport demand would have to be determined on the "basis of changes

in the pattern of industrial output.

Another part of the programme was a study on transport statistics.

The Section wanted to collect data, on transport activities and available

resources. The work would consist of the collections processing1 and

analysis of statistical data3 the establishment of definitions, and the

standardization and compilation of an all-African system of transport

statistics. It would be carried out in close co-operation with the

Statistical Divisions governments would only be asked to supply statistics

which were absolutely essential.

The third part of the programme was a comparison of the costs of the

various modes of transports both current costs and capital outlays.

The fourth part was an assessment: of the investment, needed-to enable ■

transport supplies to meet demands. An attempt would be made to collect

all available information about possible sources of investment funds, and

when they might be used.

Under the fifth part of its programme the Section would be attempting

to determine, in the first place from an economic point of viow, what ,
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would bo the most advantageous structure for national and Gub-regional

transport systems. It would "bo necessary to channel long-term invest

ments into the different branches of transport in such a way that what

was considered to be the most advantageous structure would be achieved.

Owing to staff limitations? during the next year or 30 it would be

possible to study the problems of only one single sub-region, and West

Africa had been selected.

Ir. connection with item 22-01, paragraph (g), dealing with air

transportr he informed the Committee that, since the Programme of Work

was circulatedj it had been found that it would be possible to under

take same preliminary work on training in the technological-and economic

problems would be so organized in such a way as to contribute to the

Section's overall study, and facilitate the establishment of close

co-operation between ECA and ICAO.

The studies proposed under item 22-01, paragraph (e), promised

swift practical results.

With respect to item £2-01, paragraph (h), it had been found

possible to expand the scope of the project to include a larger number

of the economic aspects of tourism, thus bringing it more into line with

the overall study.

It was hoped that it would be possible to submit the first draft of

a report on the overall study, and reports on the other studies, to a

meeting on transport to be held not earlier than the spring of 1964.

The problems covered by the studies were most diverse and intricate. For

that reason the Section could not undertake further work at present.

The Section hoped that governments would help it by studying and comment

ing upon its programme.

The meeting rose at 6s3Q p.m.




